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ABSTRACT   Interpretations on the history of  China’s ancient Northeastern Frontier cannot beg the question of  what 

the term “Liaodong” means prior to the Han Wudi’s conquest of  Chosŏn. It is clearly a toponym dependent on its relation 

to the Liao River. Historians can benefit by freeing themselves from the presumption that the modern-day toponym “Liao 

River” can be applied retrospectively to ancient times. This paper presents the possibility that the present-day Luan River 

was called the Liao River in ancient times, while the present-day Liao River was called the Lesser Liao River. The objective 

of  this paper is to suggest the historians that an alternative specification of  the location of  the ancient Liao River may 

enable a more rational interpretation of  East Asian history and the ancient Yan-Chosŏn relations in particular.  

 

 

 

 My study first investigates the ancient location of  the Liao River and Liaodong prior to the Han Wudi’s 

conquest of  Chosŏn in 108 BCE, and then examines the nature and location of  the ancient Yan Long Wall that 

was recorded in the Shiji to have been constructed by the Shaogong’s Yan (c.1045-222 BCE) sometime between 

311-279 BCE. My study then examines the multifaceted implications of  the alternative specification of  the 

location of  ancient Liao River, suggesting the possible existence of  multiple Yan states (including non-sinitic 

one), and also that the territory of  ancient Han Chinese Yan had never reached the modern-day Liaodong area.  

 

DI LI TU: A TWELFTH CENTURY MAP 

 The author of  Di Li Tu (地理圖) is Huang Shang (黃裳) of  the Southern Song (1127-1279), “a man 

from Pucheng County, Longqing Prefecture in the east of  Lizhou (today’s Jiange County, Sichuan Province). 

This is one of  the eight maps Huang presented to Zhao Kuo (sometime between 1189-94), who was then the 
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king of  Jia (嘉王) and later became the Southern Song Emperor, Ningzong (r.1194-1224). The aim of  drawing 

and presenting this map was to remind the king that half  of  the territory opened up by the ancestors was still in 

the hands of  the enemy. The map was obtained by a man called Wang Zhiyuan (王致遠, 1193-1257) in Sichuan 

Province. In 1247, Wang had the map engraved on stone in Suzhou. The tablet is now preserved in the Suzhou 

Stone Tablet Museum.”1 Historians have failed to notice the fact that the Di Li Tu shows that the present-day 

Luan River was called the Liao River in former times, while the present-day Liao River was called the Lesser Liao 

River.  

 

WRITTEN RECORDS: LIAO RIVER ORIGINATES FROM THE JIESHI MOUNTAIN   

The Jieshi Mountain is located in the modern-day Changli prefecture to the east of  the modern-day Luan 

River. The Lüshichunqiu (Mr. Lü’s Spring and Autumn Annals), completed in 241 BCE, as well as the Huainanzi, 

completed sometime before 139 BCE, state that the Liao River originates from the Jieshi Mountain, and flows 

into the sea at southwest of  Liaodong.2 As a young prince, the First Emperor (r.246-10 BCE) treated Lü Buwei, 

after whom the Lüshichunqiu was named, as a second father. The essays in the book were written by Lü’s protégés, 

and they were meant to guide the ruler who would eventually unify China by 221 BCE. The Huainanzi is a work 

of  twenty-one essays composed by scholars at the court of  Liu An, the first king of  Huainan, as a 

comprehensive account of  all the knowledge the sage ruler needed in order to govern effectively, and presented 

by Liu to his nephew, Han Wudi (r.140-87 BCE), on a court visit in 139 BCE.3  

 

 

                                            
1 See the rubbing and ink-line sketch of Di Li Tu in Wanru Cao, et al., editors, An Atlas of Ancient Maps in China: From the Warring 

States Period to the Yuan Dynasty (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing House, 1990), pp. 70, 72. The excerpts are the translation by 

Qian Cheng (錢正) and Yao Shiying (姚世英) of the inscription below the map engraved by Wang Zhiyuan (ibid. p. 23). As the map 

shows, the present-day Luan River (灤河) ---which flows north of Yan Shan (燕山) and south of Chengde (承德), reaching Bohai (Parhae 

渤海) after crossing the Great Wall in the west of old Pingzhou (平州) and Yingzhou (榮州)--- was called the Liao River (遼水) in former 

times, and the present-day Liao River was called the Lesser Liao River (小遼水).  

2 Lüshichunqiu 13. 呂氏春秋 卷十三 有始覽遼水出砥石山 自塞北東流 直至遼東之西南入海 

Huainanzi 13. 淮南子 卷十三 墜形訓 遼水出碣石山 自塞北東流 直遼東之西南入海 [西漢 劉安] 

3 See WM. Theodore De Bary and Irene Bloom, Sources of Chinese Tradition: From Earliest Times to 1600, Volume One, 2nd edition 

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1999), pp.237, 268. 
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LIAODONG: JIESHI AREA IN THE EAST OF THE LUAN RIVER  

 According to the Shiji, Shihuangdi’s army “captured the Yan capital of  Ji” in 226 BCE; the King of  Yan 

“took control (收) of  the region of  Liaodong and made himself  king of  it”; the Qin army attacked Liaodong in 

222 BCE and captured the last king of  Yan; Shihuangdi journeyed to Jieshi in 215 BCE, where “he had an 

inscription carved on the gate of  Jieshi”; his son made a tour to Jieshi in the very first year (r.209-6 BCE) of  his 

accession to the throne and “added inscriptions to all the stones that the First Emperor had earlier set up”; and 

the Second Emperor “went as far as (遂至) Liaodong and then returned to the capital.”4 The Jieshi Mountain is 

located in the modern-day Changli prefecture to the east of  the modern-day Luan River, and hence the area 

around Jieshi could have been “Liaodong” where the last king of  Yan had been captured in 222 BCE. Yoon has 

contended that the present-day Luan River was called the Liao River in old days prior to the conquest of  Chosŏn 

by Han Wudi on the basis of  these Shiji records.5  

According to the Shiji, Han Wudi visited Tai-shan and then journeyed north by sea to arrive at Jieshi in 

110 BCE, and thence made a tour “from Liaoxi” to the northern border areas.6 Han Wudi seems to have 

crossed the Luan River from the Jieshi area, and commenced his tour from Liaoxi. One can therefore deduce 

                                            
4 Shi-ji 6: 6. 史記 卷六 秦始皇本紀 第六 二十一年…取燕薊城…燕王東收遼東而王之 二十五年…攻燕遼東 得燕王喜 三十二年 始皇之

碣石 使燕人…刻碣石門 壤城郭 決通堤防…二世皇帝元年 二世東行郡縣…至碣石…而盡刻始皇所立刻石 石旁著大臣從者名 以章先帝成

功盛德焉 皇帝曰 金石刻盡始皇帝所爲也…刻石…遂至遼東而還 

Sentences in quotation marks are the translation by Burton Watson in Records of the Grand Historian (New York: Columbia University 

Press, 1993), pp. 41, 52, 65. 

5 See Yoon Nae-hyun 尹乃鉉, Hanguk Kodae-sa Shinron 韓國古代史新論 (Seoul: Il Ji Sa, 1986), pp. 43-58. At the time when North 

Korea was proclaiming its “Juche” (主體) ideology in the early 1960s, Ri Chi-rin (李址麟) in North Korea claimed, in order to erase an 

“unwanted” chapter of Korean history, that the Han commanderies were located entirely outside of the Korean Peninsula, placing the 

Liao River farther to the west, the modern-day Luan River. Yoon Nae-hyun in South Korea, apparently detached from the Juche ideology, 

has later identified Liao River with the present Luan River, without properly crediting Ri Chi-rin that incurred wrath of the Korean 

historians’ society. Ideological approach a là Juche of North Korea or the Operation Northeast (東北邊疆歷史与現狀系列硏究工程) of the 

People’s Republic of China (PRC) has discredited research results of either side and is poisoning the academic environment in East 

Asia. See Sŏ Yŏng-su 徐榮洙, “Kojosŏn ŭi Wich’i wa Kangyŏk 古朝鮮의 위치와 강역,’ in Hanguksa Simin Kangjwa 2, 1988, 19-50, and 

Yi Hyŏng-gu 李亨求, “Ri Chi-rin kwa Yun Nae-hyŏn ŭi Kojosŏn Yŏn’gu Pigyo 리지린과 윤내현의 ‘고조선 연구’ 비교,” in Yŏksa Hakpo, 

歷史學報 146, 1995, 285-319.  

6 Shiji 12: 12. 史記  卷十二 孝武本紀 第十二 天子旣已封禪泰山..並海上 北至碣石 巡自遼西 歷北邊…以今年爲元封元年 …其明年伐 

朝鮮  
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that the ancient Liao River had been the modern-day Luan River as of  110 BCE on the basis of  this Shiji record 

also.  

 

LIAODONG COMMANDERY IN THE PING PREFECTURE 

According to the geography section of  the Jinshu, Cao Cao’s Wei (220-65) established a High 

Commissioner for Dongyi Affairs ([護]東夷校尉), and let him reside at Xiangping (before and after the 

destruction of  Gongsun family in 238), and divided the five commanderies, Liaodong, Changli, Xuantu, Daifang 

and Lelang, in order to establish the Ping Prefecture, that was later merged into the You Prefecture. The Jinshu 

further records that, in September 276 CE, Western Jin divided the five commanderies to establish the Ping 

Prefecture that governed 26 counties and 18,100 households.7 On the basis of  a Hou Hanshu record, Yoon has 

contended that Xiangping county belonged to Liaodong Commandery in Ping Prefecture that was located to the 

east of  Luan River.8 Di Li Tu shows that the Ping Prefecture was located to the east of  modern Luan River.  

According to the topology section of  the Weishu (History of  Northern Wei), Ying Prefecture (營州) of  

Northern Wei (386-534), with its seat at Helongcheng (和龍城), had, as of  525-34 CE, six commanderies (郡), 

including Liaodong, Lelang (that included Daifang county), and Changli (that included Longcheng). Liaodong 

Commandery is further recorded to have included Xiangping that was maintained throughout the Former Han, 

Later Han and Western Jin period, abolished thereafter, but reestablished during 520-4. As of  520-34, Koguryŏ 

was occupying the modern-day Liaodong area, and Ying Prefecture of  Northern Wei was apparently located in 

the modern-day Liaoxi area.9  

 

                                            
7 Jinshu 14: 4. 晉書 卷十四 志第四 地理上 平州...爲幽州界 漢屬右北平郡 後漢末 公孫度自號平州牧 及其子康康子文懿[淵] 

並擅據遼東 東夷九種皆服事焉 [238] 魏置東夷校尉 居襄平 而分遼東昌黎玄菟帶方樂浪五郡爲平州 後還合爲幽州...咸寧二年 [276] 

分昌黎遼東玄菟 帶方樂浪等郡國五置平州 統縣二十六 戶一萬八千一百  

8 Hou Hanshu 74: 64. 後漢書 卷七十四 袁紹劉表列傳 第六十四下 公孫康遼東人...會襄平...初平元年 [190] 乃分遼東爲遼西中遼郡並 

置太守...自立爲遼東侯平州牧...承制設壇墠於襄平城南 襄平縣屬遼東郡 故城在今平州盧龍縣西南 See also Yoon, Hanguk Kodaesa, p. 

313. 

9  Weishu 106: 2.5. 魏書 卷一百六上 地形志二上 第五…營州 治和龍城…昌黎郡...龍城 …建德郡…遼東郡 秦置 後罷 正光[520-

5]中復…襄平 二漢 晉屬 後罷 正光中復 有靑山 新昌 二漢 晉屬 後罷 正光中復 樂良郡 前漢武帝置 二漢 晉曰樂浪 後改,罷 

正光末復…帶方…冀陽郡…營丘郡...  
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LIAODONG: SOMETIMES EAST OF MODERN LIAO RIVER, SOMETIMES EAST OF MODERN LUAN RIVER 

The toponym Liao River could have shifted from the modern Luan River to the modern Liao River soon 

after the Wudi’s conquest of  Chosŏn in 108 BCE.10 Di Li Tu, however, suggests that the traditional usage of  

Liao River for the modern Luan River continued for a long time even after the Wudi’s conquest of  Chosŏn, 

while the present-day Liao River had already begun to be called Lesser Liao River.  

According to the Weishu (History of  Northern Wei), Koguryŏ King Chang-su (r.413-91) sent an envoy to 

the Wei court for the first time during the reign of  Tai Wudi (r.423-52), and the Wei court bestowed him a 

lengthy set of  titles including “High Commissioner for Dongyi Affairs, Duke of  Opening Country in Liaodong 

Commandery (遼東郡開國公), King of  Koguryŏ.” Wei bestowed the almost identical set of  titles, always 

including the title “Duke of  Opening Country in Liaodong Commandery,” to subsequent Koguryŏ kings until its 

downfall. The Weishu further records that Pyungyang was located 1,000 li southeast of  “Liao,” and Koguryŏ’s 

border reached the old Puyŏ in the north and a small sea in the south, its territory being spread over 2,000 li east-

west, and “1,000 li north-south.”11 According to these records, it is obvious that Pyungyang could not have been 

located 1,000 li south or southeast of  the modern-day Liaodong, and the “Liao” must have implied the area 

around modern Luan River. The Weishu was compiled by Wei Shou (魏收, 505-72) and others (taking advantage 

of  the various Wei chronicles compiled under the Tuoba-Xianbei rulers during 398-471) under the auspices of  

the first Xianbei emperor of  Northern Qi (550-77) during 551-4, and hence the compilers must have been 

relatively free from the Sinocentric ideology. 

According to the Weishu, Si Prefecture (司州) with its seat at Ye (鄴城) had 12 commanderies (領郡十二), 

371,675 households, and 1,459,835 persons. Ding Prefecture (定州) had 5 commanderies, 177,501 households, 

and 834,274 persons, and Taiyuan Commandery of  Bing Prefecture (太原郡, 幷州) had 10 counties, 45,006 

households, and 482,140 persons. On the other hand, Ying Prefecture had six commanderies including the 

Liaodong Commandery but, surprisingly, had paltry 1,021 households and 4,664 registered population.12 The 

                                            
10 See Yi “Ri Chi-rin kwa Yun Nae-hyŏn,” p.316. 

11  Weishu 100: 88. 魏書 卷一百 列傳 第八十八 高句麗 世祖時[太武帝]...璉[長壽王] 始遣使者...拜璉爲都督遼海諸軍事…遼東郡 

開國公高句麗王...至其所居平壤城...遼東南一千餘里...南至小海北至舊夫餘...其地東西二千里 南北一千餘里...太和十五年 [491] 璉死... 

拜璉孫雲 [文咨明王,r.491-519] 使持節都督遼海諸軍事…領護東夷中郞將 遼東郡開國公...神龜[518-9] 中雲死...又拜其世子安 [安藏王 

r.519-31] 爲…領護東夷校尉 遼東郡開國公...安死子延[安原王,r.531-45]立 出帝初詔加延...領護東夷校尉遼東郡開國公  

12 Weishu 106: 2.5. 魏書 卷一百六上 地形志 二上 第五 
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Ying Prefecture of  Northern Wei seems to have been confined, as of  circa 525-34, to the “no-man’s lands” 

somewhere between the Luan River and Chaoyang on the upper Daling River in modern Liaoxi. 

According to the Hanshu, Liaodong Commandery (of  You Prefecture 幽州) had eighteen counties 

including Xiangping (襄平), 55,972 households, and 272,539 persons during the Former Han period. 13 

According to the Weishu, however, Liaodong Commandery (noted as had been established by Qin, later abolished, 

reestablished during 520-4) had only two counties including Xiangping (recorded to have been maintained 

throughout the Former Han, Later Han and Western Jin period), and mere 131 households and 855 persons. The 

Liaodong Commandery in the Hanshu and that in the Weishu must therefore have represented either the different 

areas at different locations, or the same area in modern Liaoxi but somehow completely hollowed out by the time 

of  Wei rule. The most likely possibility is the administrative unit called Liaodong Commandery having been 

established in the Liaoxi area in name only by the Tuoba-Xianbei court. Koguryŏ was occupying the Liaodong 

Commandery area recorded in the Hanshu during the Northern Wei times.14 

 These records suggest that the traditional usage of  Liao River for the modern Luan River continued for 

                                            
13 Hanshu 28: 8. 漢書 卷二十八上 地理志第八上 東北曰幽州 其山曰醫無閭 上谷郡漁陽郡右北平郡 秦置 屬幽州 遼西郡 秦置 屬幽州 

戶七萬二千六百五十四 口三十五萬 二千三百二十五縣十四 柳城 肥如 徒河…遼東郡 秦置 屬幽州 戶五萬五千九百七十二 口二十七 

萬五百三十九 縣十八 襄平 有牧師宮 新昌 無慮 遼陽 險瀆 西安平…玄菟郡 武帝元封四年[77 BCE]開 屬幽州 戶四萬五千六 口二 

十二萬一千四百五 縣三…高句麗 樂浪郡 武帝元封三年[78 BCE]開 屬幽州 戶六萬二千八百一十二 口四十萬六千七百四十八 縣二十五 

朝鮮…帶方…  

Hou Hanshu 23. 後漢書 志第二十三 郡國五 上谷郡漁陽郡右北平郡 秦置 遼西郡 秦置 五城 戶萬四千一百五十…肥如… 遼東郡 秦置 

十一城 戶六萬四千一百五十八…襄平 新昌…無慮…西安平… 玄菟郡 武帝置 六城 戶一千五百九十四…高句麗…遼陽… 樂浪郡 武帝置 

十八城 戶六萬一千四百九十二…朝鮮…帶方… 遼東屬國 別領六城…徒河 故屬遼西 …無慮 有醫無慮山…險瀆… 

14 Perplexing the modern historians, the Wei rulers as well as the chroniclers who compiled the Weishu apparently felt comfortable with 

such Hanshu records cited above that were compiled during 57-75 CE, and never bothered to give any explanation for what appears to 

be an “anomalous” phenomenon to modern readers. The Zizhi Tongjian records that: “Lelang and Daifang…were governed by a 

Chinese from Liaodong, Zhang Tong. For years he suffered from invasions by… Koguryeo. … Wang Zun from Lelang, persuaded Tong 

to join Murong Hui [r.285-333] with his Chinese settlers, more than a thousand families. Hui established the District of Lelang for 

them. Tong became the governor of the district.” See Gerhardt Schreiber, “The history of former Yen dynasty,” Monumenta Serica, 

Volume 14, 1949-55, p. 409. The Lelang Commandery that Hui had established for Zhang Tong was an administrative unit in name only. 

The Murong-Xianbei had apparently started the practice of setting up commanderies, including Lelang, in name only. 

Zizhi Tongjian 88:10. 資治通鑑 卷八十八 晉紀十 愍帝 [313-6] 遼東張統據樂浪帶方二郡 與高句麗王乙弗利相攻 連年不解樂浪 

王遵說統帥其民千餘家歸廆 廆爲之置樂浪郡 以統爲太守  
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a long time even after the Wudi’s conquest of  Chosŏn, allowing Liaodong to be located east of  modern Luan 

River some times (as in the Weishu), or east of  modern Liao River another times (as in the Hanshu). 

 

THE LOCATION OF THE YAN “LONG WALL”  

 The Chinese chroniclers called the Xiongnu-Turks of  Mongolian steppe by the generic name of  Hu, 

and classified the “barbarians” in the east of  Greater Xing’an Range into two groups: the Eastern Hu (Donghu) 

of  western Manchuria and the Eastern “Barbarians” (Dongyi) in central and eastern Manchuria. The Donghu 

included the Xianbei, Wuhuan and many other tribes, but on most occasions implied the Xianbei people. The 

Dongyi consisted of  the Yemaek Tungus of  central Manchuria, founders of  Old Chosun, Puyeo, and Koguryeo, 

and the Mohe-Nüzhen Tungus of  eastern Manchuria, descendants of  the Sushen-Yilou and the ethnic ancestors 

of  the core Manchu. The Korean Peninsula is an extension of  central Manchuria towards the sea.  

Chosŏn appears in the records on the ruler of  Qi (685-643 BCE) in the Guanzi that was compiled 

during the Warring States period. Yemaek Chosŏn, together with Yemaek Puyŏ, appears in the Shiji records on 

Yan in the fourth century BCE. The Hou Hanshu records that the area of  Ye, Ok-jŏ and Koguryŏ originally 

belonged to the territory of  Chosŏn.15 

According to the Shiji, King Wu (r.1046-42 BCE) of  Western Zhou (1046-771 BCE) conquered Shang [in 

1045 BCE], and commanded his half-brother, Shaogong, to release Jizi (Kija) from the imprisonment imposed 

on him by the last king of  Shang (who was a relative of  Jizi). The Shiji then created the legend that King Wu 

enfeoffed Shaogong as the ruler of  Northern Yan, and also enfeoffed Jizi as the ruler of  Chosŏn, an eastern 

neighbor of  Yan. With a few strokes, Sima Qian (c.145-86 BCE) installed two ancient Han Chinese royal scions 

as founders of  the states located in the traditional domain of  both Donghu and Dongyi.16  

                                            
15 Guanzi 23: 80. 管子 卷二十三 輕重甲 第八十 桓公曰 四夷不服…管子對曰…朝鮮不朝  [管仲 ?...645 BCE] 

Shiji 129: 69. 史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒…東北邊胡 上谷至遼東 地踔遠人民希…北鄰烏桓夫餘 東綰穢貉

[貊]朝鮮…之利  

Hou Hanshu 85: 75. 後漢書 卷八十五 東夷列傳 第七十五 濊 濊及沃沮句麗本皆朝鮮之地也   

Sanguozhi 30: 30. 三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 夫餘傳 蓋本濊貊之地 

16 Shiji 4: 4. 史記 卷四 周本紀 第四 武王… 命召公釋箕子之囚 

Shiji 38: 8. 史記 卷三十八 宋微子世家 第八 箕子者紂親戚也…周武王伐紂克殷…訪問箕子…封箕子於朝鮮 而不臣也 

Shiji 34: 4. 史記 卷三十四 燕召公世家 第四 周武王之滅紂 封召公於北燕  宋忠曰 有南燕 故云北燕  
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The Eastern Zhou court (771-256 BCE) fell into complete decay and the Warring States period with 

seven champion states formally began in 403 BCE. According to the Weilüe (quoted in the Three Han 韓 

section of  Dongyizhuan of  the Weishu of  Sanguozhi), when Zhou became weak, the ruler of  Yan assumed the title 

of  king [in 323 BCE]; then the “Lord of  Chosŏn, a scion of  Jizi (Kija)” also declared himself  king; and these 

two states were on the brink of  fighting each other. The armed conflicts between Chosŏn and Yan at last 

occurred c.300 BCE. Yan dispatched a general named Qin Kai (active during 311-279 BCE) to invade Chosŏn, 

and acquired land of  “two thousand li.” The Weilüe does not mention the construction of  Yan long wall.17 

According to the Xiongnu section of  Shiji, Qin Kai was the Yan general who had been taken hostage by the 

“Hu” and enjoyed their fullest confidence. After returning to Yan, Qin Kai mounted a surprise attack on the 

“Donghu” c.311 BCE, making the “Donghu” retreat about “a thousand li.” The Shiji then records that Yan 

constructed a “long wall” from Zaoyang to “Xiangping,” and established five commanderies (Shanggu, Yuyang, 

Youbeiping, Liaoxi and Liaodong) as a defense against the “Hu.”18 The Shiji never say that the long wall was 

constructed as a defense against Chosŏn. It does not clarify the implication of  the term “Donghu” appearing 

twice between “Hu” either. 

According to the Shiji, a Qin general named Meng Tian conquered the Ordos area in 215 BCE, and 

                                                                                                                                                 
“Early bronze vessels that appear to bear emblem of Jizi…were discovered at the early Yan cemetery at Liulihe and in bronze caches in 

western Liaoning [in the Dalinghe region]. …It appears possible that …the historical Jizi had relocated to the region just north of Yan.” 

Mark Edward Byington, A History of Puyô State, Its People, and Its Legacy, Ph.D Dissertation, Department of East Asian Languages 

and Civilizations, Harvard University, May 2003, pp. 63-4.  

17 Sanguozhi 30: 30.30. 三國志 卷三十 魏書 三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 韓傳 魏略曰 昔箕子之後朝鮮候 見周衰 燕自尊爲王 [323 

BC] 欲東略之 朝鮮候亦自稱爲王 欲興兵逆擊燕以尊周室…燕乃遣將秦開攻其西方 取地二千餘里 至滿番汗爲界 朝鮮遂弱 及秦幷天下 

使蒙恬築長城 至遼東...及漢以盧綰爲燕王 朝鮮與燕界於浿(沛)水  

The Wei-Lüe (魏略) was compiled between 280 and 289 CE by Yu Huan (魚豢). About 40 percent of the Dongyizhuan (that was 

compiled c.280-97 CE) consists of quotations from the Weilüe (in the form of the 5th century Pei Songzhi’s 裴松之 commentary on the 

Sanguozhi). 

Yantielun 8: 9. 鹽鐵論 卷八 朝鮮踰徼 劫燕之東地 卷九 襲走東胡 辟地千里 度遼東 而攻朝鮮  

A passage in the Salt and Iron Debates (Yantielun), compiled sometime during 81-49 BCE, states that Chosŏn transgressed the border 

and raided Yan’s eastern territories. It further states that the Yan attacked and repulsed the Donghu, opening up one thousand li of 

territory, and then the Yan crossed Liaodong and attacked Chosŏn. 

18 Shiji 110: 50. 史記 卷第一百十 凶奴列傳 第五十 燕有賢將秦開 匈爲質於胡 胡甚信之 歸而襲破走東胡 東胡卻千餘里…燕亦築長城 

自造陽至襄平 韋昭云今遼東所理也..置上谷漁陽右北平遼西遼東郡 而拒胡 
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started constructing the long wall. Mobilizing 300,000 men, Meng Tian continued the construction work until his 

death in 209 BCE. Meng Tian awed and terrified the Xiongnu until his death, attacking other territories in what 

is now Inner Mongolia and Gansu area. Meng Tian’s wall consolidated and linked other walls that were built by 

the Warring Period states, including the Yan Long Wall built c.311-290 BCE. The Shiji records that the Qin Long 

Wall started at Lintao and extended to “Liaodong” to a distance of  almost ten thousand li.19  

According to the Shiji, the long wall, built by Yan sometime around 300 BCE and rebuilt by Qin 

sometime between 215-209 BCE, reached “Xiangping in Liaodong.” Many scholars assume that Xiangping, the 

eastern terminus of  Yan Long Wall recorded in the Shiji, was the seat of  Yan’s Liaodong Commandery, and 

further specify the modern-day Liaoyang as the location of  ancient Xiangping. They ignore the fact that 

Xiangping and Liaoyang (遼陽) were recorded as separate entities in the Hanshu and Hou Hanshu.20   

A large quantity of  spade coins (布幣/布錢), inscribed with the two characters that may be read as either 

Rangping or Xiangping (纕坪), was found in the region between the modern “Liaoyang and the center of  the 

Liaodong Peninsula,” and is understood to have been minted at Xiangping (襄平) and dated to the third century 

BCE. Quite a few scholars seem to believe that the Liaodong Commandery of  Yan had even enjoyed the 

authority of  minting (spade) coins. They seem to believe that the so-called “Xiangping spade coins” constitute 

the conclusive evidence for the location of  Liao River, Liaodong, and Xiangping.21  

 

ARCHEOLOGICAL FINDINGS FROM THE SO-CALLED “YAN LONG WALL” SITES: AN ALTERNATIVE VIEW 

The Chinese archeologists typically imagine that the Yan Long Wall runs an east-west path, 
                                            
19 See Derk Bodde, “The state and empire of Ch’in,” in Denis Twitchett and Michael Loewe, ed., The Cambridge History of China, 

Volume 1: The Ch’in and Han Empires, 221 B.C.-A.D. 220 (London: Cambridge University Press, 1986), pp. 42 and 62-6.  

Shiji 88: 28.26. 史記 卷八十八 蒙恬列傳 第二十八 始皇二十六年 乃使蒙恬將三十萬衆北逐戎狄 收河南 築長城…起臨沮至遼東 延袤萬

餘里…暴師於外十餘年...是時蒙 恬威振匈奴 

20 See Byington, A History of Puyô State, pp. 91-2, and also Wang Mianhou 王綿厚, Qin Han dongbei shi 秦漢東北史 (Shenyang: 

Liaoning renmin chubanshe, 1994), p. 276.  

Hanshu 28: 8. 漢書 卷二十八上 地理志第八上 遼東郡 秦置 屬幽州…縣十八 襄平 有牧師宮 新昌 無慮 遼陽 險瀆 西安平…  

Hou Hanshu 23. 後漢書 志第二十三 郡國五 遼東郡 秦置 十一城…襄平 新昌…無慮…西安平…玄菟郡 武帝置 六城…高句麗…遼陽… 

21 See Byington, A History of Puyô State, pp. 91-2, and Wu Rongzheng 吳榮曾, “Zhongguo gudai de qianbi 中國古代的錢幣,” Kaogu 

tongxun 考古通訊, Number 4, 1956, pp. 48-68. The two characters inscribed on the spade coins (纕坪) imply “belt” and “field,” 

respectively, while the characters of Xiangping (襄平) recorded in the Shiji imply “rolling up” and “flat,” respectively. 
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commencing from the vicinity of  Doulun in Inner Mongolia (about 250 km north of  Beijing), going eastward 

along the far northern frontier of  Youbeiping, and passing to the north of  Chifeng and Aohan, north of  Fuxin. 

Remains of  several separate lines of  fortifications are found from the Karachin East Wing Banner (southwest of  

Chifeng) in the west to the Fuxin district (northeast of  Chaoyang) in the east. There are two roughly parallel lines 

of  fortifications: one running 20 km north of  the small Chifeng plain, which is attributed to the Qin period; and 

one running 30 km south of  the small Chifeng plain which is regarded as the Yan Long Wall. There is also a 

third line of  fortifications further south which is attributed to the Han period. Many people imagine that the 

walls extend further to the west and east.22  

The lines of  fortifications (built with tamped earth and stone), alleged to be the “long walls” 

constructed by the Yan or Qin, are comprised of  lookout posts, ramparts, ditches, small and large forts, beacon 

towers, and stone walls blocking mountain passes. The stone walls are mostly built on hills and high mountain 

peaks. The largest forts appear on both banks of  the Laoha River. Archeological excavations since the mid-1970s 

in the section of  the wall near Chifeng reveal the presence of  the Upper Xiajiadian (1100-300 BCE) and the 

Ordos bronze cultures. According to Di Cosmo, both outside and inside this line of  fortifications, the only 

cultural remains are non-Chinese. The whole area was inhabited exclusively by non-Chinese, mostly pastoral 

people. Di Cosmo states that “the original dwellers may have been Donghu, that is, a non-Chinese nomadic 

group that the written sources place in the northeast and against whom the state of  Yan fought.” Di Cosmo 

further states that: “the walls were not built to separate steppe and sown, nomad and farmer. [They were built] to 

establish a strong military presence…to control the movement of  people.” There is no evidence that the walls 

protected the Han Chinese settlements in areas traditionally inhabited by alien peoples engaged mainly in 

pastoral activities. We still do not know “the precise function of  the walls,” nor “what they were actually 

defending,” but clearly they served “to defend the surrounding non-agricultural territory” from some threat.23  

                                            
22 There is no clear traces of a long wall in the east of the Yiwulu Mountains (醫巫閭山). In spite of the fact that the remains of “wall 

segments” do not make any “continuous lines,” they imagine that the Yan Long Wall reaches Tieling (鐵嶺). See Byington, A History of 

Puyô State, pp. 75-91. Li Qingfa 李慶發 and Zhang Keju 張克擧, “Liaoxi diqu Yan-Qin changcheng diaocha baogao 遼西地區燕秦長城

調査報告,” in Liaohai wenwu xuekan, 遼海文物學刊 Number 2, 1991, pp. 40-50, provides details and cites earlier studies. See also 

Xiao Jingquan 蕭景全, “Liaodong diqu Yan-Qin-Han changcheng zhangsai de kaoguxue kaocha yanjiu 遼東地區燕秦漢長城障塞的考古

學考察硏究,” in Beifang wenwu 北方文物, Number 3, 2000, pp. 78-83. 

23 Nicola Di Cosmo, Ancient China and Its Enemies: The Rise of Nomadic Power in East Asian History (Cambridge: Cambridge 
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The sole basis for attributing the line of  fortifications running from Karachin Banner to Fuxin to the 

work of  the Yan (dating to no later than 299 BCE) seems to be the “long wall” mentioned in the Shiji. Since 

most historians believe that the ancient Liaodong and the Liaodong Commandery established by the Yan were 

located east of  the modern-day Liao River, they imagine, in the absence of  conclusive archeological evidence, 

that the Qin Long Wall (and by the same token, the Yan Long Wall) ran a good deal farther north and east than 

the Great Wall now extant, crossing the modern-day Liao River.  

Oddly, the Chinese archeologists cannot bring themselves to a halt even at the modern-day Liaodong or 

the modern-day Liaoyang (identified as Xiangping, the eastern terminus recorded in the Shiji). They claim, with 

such a questionable evidence as the “Yan-style” roof  tiles, the discovery of  the remains of  the Yan Long Wall 

beyond the modern-day Liaodong, even far down to northwestern Korea. In spite of  the fact that there exists no 

extant walls or towers south of  Shenyang, they believe that the Yan Long Wall curves to the south at Tieling, 

passing between Fushun and modern Shenyang, running southward west of  Huanren (桓仁), passing the Yalu 

River, and arriving at the mouth of  the Dae-nyŏng River (大寧江 near the Chŏng-chŏn River). Byington states 

that the “Chinese scholars believe this to be the eastern terminus of  Yan’s long wall based on finds of  Yan-style 

roof  tiles” near Pak-chŏn (博川), never minding the fact that the undated remains of  a wall along the eastern 

bank of  the Dae-nyŏng River was apparently “built to defend against an attack from the north.”24  

Yan had neither a fearsome Shihuangdi, nor such an assiduous general as Meng Tian (with concrete 

records on his wall-construction efforts), or a tyrannical centralized autocracy (that can mobilize an enormous 

manpower) either. Nevertheless, it has long been taken for granted that the Yan Long Wall, reaching as far down 

to the Yalu River or further south to the Dae-nyŏng River, did exist, and the Chinese historians keep drawing a 

preposterously long wall on maps without ever questioning the feasibility of  such a long wall to be constructed 

by “the smallest and militarily the weakest” among the Zhou states at the periphery of  the traditional domain of  

the Donghu and Dongyi. Not only the PRC government, but most Western experts also endorse the claims of  

Chinese archeologists that can never be supported by any extant historical documents.25 
                                                                                                                                                 
University Press, 2002), pp. 148-50, 157. The excavation of a large number of bronze objects, such as knives with ringed handles, 

horse- and bird-motif ornaments, bell ornaments, buttons, earrings, and belt hooks places this area in a cultural context that is fully 

outside the Central Plain sphere.  

24 See Byington, A History of Puyô State, pp. 75-91. 

25 In 2004, the PRC government finished construction of a replica of the Great Wall segment at the Hu Mountain (虎山), Dandong (丹東
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If  the Di Li Tu is correct, the “Liaodong” recorded in the Shiji must have implied the east of  the 

modern-day Luan River, and the location of  not only the Yan Long Wall but also the Qin Long Wall should 

approximately coincide with the location of  the now extant Great Wall. Shanhaiguan, where the now extant 

Great Wall begins, could have marked the eastern boundary of  Liaodong in the final days of  Yan and also at the 

time of  Qin and Han prior to the Wudi’s conquest of  Chosŏn. The Liaoxi and Liaodong commanderies 

established by Yan must have been located around the modern-day Luan River, while the other three 

commanderies were located in northern Hebei.  

 

SHAOGONG’S YAN RELOCATES ITS CAPITAL TO SOUTHWEST  

Shaogong was presumably given responsibility for the area around modern Beijing (old Jicheng 薊城) 

that controls the entrance to North China’s central plain. Shaogong, however, seems to have remained in the 

Zhou capital, and there is no evidence that he had ever resided at his new fief  of  “Northern” Yan.26  

Shaogong’s Yan remained confined to the small Beijing area hemmed in on the north and east by the 

Donghu and Dongyi, on the west by the Xiongnu, and on the south by the militant Qi. According to the Shiji, 

Shaogong’s Yan remained the smallest and militarily the weakest among the seven states, and it was only during 

the reign of  King Zhao (r.311-279 BCE) less than mere 90 years prior to its downfall in 222 BCE that Yan had 

supposedly burst out of  its small confined area, and achieved the greatest territorial expansion toward the 

northeast (led by one heroic general Qin Kai).27 And yet King Zhao somehow decided, presumably at the very 

                                                                                                                                                 
市), north side of the Yalu River. In April 2009, after a two-year government mapping study, the PRC State Administration of Cultural 

Heritage (國家文物局) and the State Bureau of Surveying and Mapping (國家測量局) officially announced that “the Great Wall is even 

greater than previously thought,” spanning 8,850 km instead of the length that had been commonly put at about 5,000 km (stretching 

from Shanhaiguan to Jiayu Pass), and that the newly-mapped section that was built during the Ming dynasty commences from the 

Hushan in Liaoning Province. The official China Daily reported that the mapping project would continue for another 18 months in order 

to establish the sections built during the Qin (221-206 BCE) and Former Han (206-9 CE) dynasties. The mapping project apparently 

constitutes a part of the Operation Northeast (東北邊疆歷史与現狀系列硏究工程). 

26 See Byington, A History of Puyô State, p. 33.  

Shiji 34: 4. 史記 卷三十四 燕召公世家 第四 其在成王時[1042-1006 BCE] 召公爲三公 自陝以西召公主之 自陝以東 周公主之  

27 See ibid., p. 37. Shiji 34: 4. 史記 卷三十四 燕召公世家 第四 太史公曰… 燕迫蠻貉 內措齊晉 崎嶇彊國之閒 最爲弱小 

The Shiji describes the enfeoffment of Shaogong, and then the narrative picks up only with the rule of ninth-generation descendent [惠

候,c.865-27 BCE]. According to the Shiji, the Rong tribes attacked Yan, but Huan Gong of Qi sent troops in 664 BCE and saved the Yan. 
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peak of  Yan’s military might and in the midst of  the unprecedented northeasterly conquest, to move his court, 

though a short distance, in the opposite direction to Wuyang (武陽) near Yixian (易縣), located southwest of  

Jicheng, purportedly to construct a new capital in a much grander scale.28 It seems, therefore, extremely unlikely 

that the territory of  Northern Yan could ever have extended much beyond the modern-day Luan River or the 

Great Wall now extant.  

Yantielun, complied in the first century BCE, records that the state of  Yan is said to have been blocked by 

Jieshi Mountain. The Shiji also records that Yan was located between the Bohai (Parhae) and Jieshi Mountain.29 

The Pei River was recorded in the Dongyizhuan (in the Weishu of  the Sanguozhi) as the border between Yan and 

Chosŏn.30 The Luan, Daling, Liao, Hun, Yalu, Chŏng-chŏn, and Taedong rivers have been proposed by various 

scholars as plausible candidates for the Pei River. Shim, however, states that the “post-Qin people still considered 

the area in the Luan and Daling River valleys as Chosŏn,” quoting the Huainanzi that was compiled sometime 

before 139 BCE: “At the eastern end [of  Han], beyond Jieshi Mountain, [we] pass through Chosŏn, a state of  

benevolent and great people.”31 

 

POSSIBLE EXISTENCE OF NON-SINITIC YAN STATE 

Shaogong’s Yan (c.1045-222 BCE) was almost exactly contemporaneous with the Upper Xiajiadian 

culture (c.1100-300 BCE) that shared a distinctive bronze repertoire (such as animal motifs of  Scythian affinities) 

with the nomads, suggesting cultural contacts across the Eurasian steppes. The nomadism which had developed 

about this time accounts for the marked differentiation that developed between Lower Xiajiadian (c.2000-1500 

BCE) and Upper Xiajiadian.32 

                                                                                                                                                 
No meaningful record on Yan, however, appears in chronicles until 330s BCE. See also Byington, A History of Puyô State, p. 34. 

28 See Wu Hung, “The Art and Architecture of the Warring States Period,” in Loewe and Shaughnessy, The Cambridge History of 

Ancient China, pp. 654 and 664-5. 

29 Yantielun 9. 鹽鐵論 卷九 險固...燕塞碣石 Shiji 129: 69. 史記 卷一百二十九 貨殖列傳 第六十九 夫燕亦勃碣之閒…東北邊胡 上谷至

遼東…北鄰烏桓夫餘 東綰穢貉[貊]朝鮮…之利  

30 Sanguozhi 30: 30.30. 三國志 卷三十 魏書 三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 韓傳 朝鮮與燕界於浿(沛)水 

31 Shim, Jae-hoon, “A New Understanding of Kija Chosŏn as a Historical Anachronism,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, LXII, No. 2, 

December 2002 (pp. 271-306), p. 302. 

32 See Gina L. Barnes, China, Korea and Japan: the Rise of Civilization in East Asia (London: Thames and Hudson, 1993), pp. 157-8, 

and Di Cosmo, Ancient China and Its Enemies, pp. 64 and 67. Di Cosmo contends that “a picture of the transition from the Lower to the 
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The burials of  Lower Xiajiadian culture were found at the Liulihe site, about 10 km southeast of  

Fangshan and about 45 km southwest of  Beijing, at levels earlier than the Shang dynasty (c.1600-1046 BCE), 

beneath the level of  the early Western Zhou (1046-771 BCE). The Liulihe site is believed to have been the first 

capital of  Shaogong’s Northern Yan. According to Guo, a branch of  the Lower Xiajiadian culture “moved south 

and originated the Shang culture, while another remained in the same place for a long time, and became the 

antecedent of  Yan.”33 Guo contends that the cultural traditions of  Lower Xiajiadian constituted the “pre-Yan 

culture,” and “were still kept in the Yan State culture of  Western Zhou.”34 

Archeologists have long recognized “a distinct northern character associated with the culture of  the 

Zhou-period Yan state.”35 According to Janhunen, “it is unlikely that the ancient kingdom of  Yan would 

originally have contained any Sinitic elements,” and “ethnic foundation of  the kingdom of  Yan… may have 

incorporated Pre-Proto-Mongolic elements in its ethnic composition.”36 Byington states that “the majority of  

the population of  the Yan state, if  not the capital city, did not derive their heritage from the Central Plains but 

were instead indigenous, having made their home in the Beijing region and farther north for a very long time.”37 

The Shiji records that the power of  Donghu in the Liaoxi steppe had reached its peak at the time 

Maodun became Shanyu (r.209-174 BCE). The Donghu were, however, subjugated by the newly emerging 

Xiongnu Empire. According to the Dongyizhuan (in the Weishu of  the Sanguozhi), it was shortly after the Donghu 

                                                                                                                                                 
Upper Xiajiadian is destined to remain incomplete until the link between Upper Xiajiadian and the Mongolian and Transbaikalian regions 

to the north is fully explored.” 

33 Guo, Da-shun, “Lower Xiajiadian Culture,” in Sarah M. Nelson editor, The Archaeology of Northeast China: Beyond the Great Wall” 

(London: Routledge, 1995), p. 179. 

34 Guo, ibid., p. 178. 

35 Nelson states that the nature of Dongbei Neolithic sites is different from those along the Yellow river, but similar to the earliest (incised 

and impressed) pottery-bearing sites in Hebei province, the area where the early Yan was located. See Sarah M. Nelson, The 

Archaeology of Northeast China, p.10. Byington states that “the archeological culture of the Yan state from its inception bore a distinct 

regional quality … this blending of cultures created a Yan state that differed in many ways from the states closer to the Zhou core in the 

Central Plains. This regional distinction would persist through both Zhou periods and into the Qin and Han empires.” See Byington, A 

History of Puyô State, pp. 41-3. 

36 Juha Janhunen, Manchuria: An Ethnic History (Helsinki: The Finno-Ugrian Society, 1996), p. 224. 

37 Byington, A History of Puyô State, p. 39. According to Byington, “the indigenous population … continued to cohabit this region 

surrounding the Yan capital at Liulihe and comprised a considerable portion of the population of the Yan state. It is likely, however, that 

the more remote regions…remained for a time beyond the direct administrative control of the government of the Yan marquis.” Ibid., pp. 

42-3. 
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were destroyed by Maodun that a “Yan” person named Wei Man came (sometime after 195 BCE according to 

the record of  Han section, and sometime after 209 BCE according to the record of  Ye section) to Chosŏn with a 

topknot wearing barbarian clothes.38 Wei Man was entrusted with the custody of  refugees in the western frontier 

district, but he eventually usurped the throne of  Chosŏn.  

Historians assume that the Yan from which Wei Man came was the Shaogong’s Han Chinese state. 

According to the Shiji, Chosŏn had been ruled by Han Chinese royal scions ever since 1045 BCE, and now the 

Chinese blood in Chosŏn rulers was apparently reinforced by a fresh Chinese usurper, but their scions were 

destined to be cut down by Han Wudi (r.140-87 BCE), alluded as the left arm of  the Xiongnu. If  one takes 

account of  the timing (c.209-195 BCE) of  Wei Man’s appearance “in barbarian clothes complete with a 

topknot,” however, the “Yan state” from which Wei Man came might well have been some other Yan of  the 

Donghu people. According to the Shiji, Lu Wan was a childhood friend of  Liu Bang, the founder of  Han dynasty. 

Han Gaodi (r.206-195 BCE) had appointed Lu Wan as the King of  Yan in 202 BCE but, when Gaodi died, he 

sought refugee with the Xiongnu who made him the king of  Donghu.39 The Lu Wan’s kingdom might well have 

been the “Yan state” of  Donghu. There was Southern Yan noted in the Shiji, and later history also suggests 

possible existence of  multiple Yan states of  variegated ethnic roots.  

During the hundred year period from 337-436 CE, there appeared five Yan states that have been 

designated as Former Yan (337-70), Later Yan (384-408), Western Yan (384-94), Southern Yan (398-410), and 

Northern Yan (409-36). Surprisingly, the Feng rulers of  the so-called “Northern” Yan, located in the Hebei-

Liaoxi area, were Han Chinese, while the rulers of  all other Yan states, including the “Southern” Yan that was 

located in the Shandong Peninsula, were all Murong Xianbei. The fact that so many latter-day Xianbei founders 

                                            
38 Shiji 110: 50. 史記 卷第一百十 匈奴列傳 第五十 冒頓旣立 是時東胡疆盛 遂東襲擊東胡...大破滅東胡王 而虜其民人及畜産   

Sanguozhi 30: 30. 三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 第三十 韓傳…及綰反 入匈奴 [195 BCE] 燕人衛滿亡命 爲胡服…詣準降

說準求居西界  收中國亡命 令守西邊…遂還攻準 準…走...居韓地 濊傳…陳勝等起 [209 BCE] 天下叛秦 燕齊趙民避地朝鮮數萬口 燕人

衛滿 魋結夷服 復來王之  

The Jinshu says that (Donghu-Xianbei) Murong Hui’s great-grandfather Mohuba wore his hair in a knot. 

Jinshu 108: 8. 晉書 卷一百八 載記 第八 慕容廆.. 鮮卑人也…號曰東胡…曾祖莫護跋...乃斂髮襲冠  

39 Shiji 93. 33. 史記 卷九十三 韓信盧綰列傳 第三十三 盧綰親與高祖...漢五年 [202 BCE]...迺立盧綰爲燕王…故燕王臧荼子衍出亡在胡

…高祖崩 [195 BCE] 盧綰遂將其衆亡入匈奴 匈奴以爲東胡盧王…孝景中六年 [152 BCE] 盧綰孫他之 以東胡王降 爲東胡王來降也 

Hanshu 73: 4.13. 漢書 卷七十三 韋賢傳 第四 十三 孝武皇帝愍中國罷勞 無安寧之時...東伐朝鮮 起玄菟樂浪 以斷凶奴之左臂 
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called their states “Yan” suggests the possible existence of  an ancient Donghu Yan. Furthermore, the fact that all 

those transgressors of  a sort who did not want to identify themselves as Han Chinese, such as Gongsun Yuan (in 

237 CE), An Lushan (in 756) and Shi Siming (in 759), styled themselves the King of  Yan also suggests the 

possible existence of  some Yan entities other than Shaogong’s Northern Yan. They don’t seem to have picked up 

the name “Yan” simply because they happened to find themselves nearby ancient Shaogong’s Yan as a historical 

happenstance. According to Guo, the character for Yan “is found on oracle bones, and therefore the state of  Yan 

coexisted with the Shang [c.1600-1046 BCE].”40 “Yan” could have symbolized the ancient domain of  Donghu 

as to provoke affinity for the latter-day Xianbei people to name their states Yan. 

Although historians can readily refer to Southern Yan appearing in some pre-Qin texts, those 

specialized in ancient East Asia almost never mention the fact that, according to Sima Qian, it was “Northern” 

Yan that was enfeoffed to Shaogong, as if  intentionally refraining from calling attention to the possible existence 

of  multiple Yan states.41 They know that Shaogong’s Yan was not entirely “sinitic” in its cultural make-up, and 

the entire western Manchuria was the homeland for the Donghu, the ethnic ancestors of  the Murong-Xianbei, 

Tuoba-Xianbei and Qidan-Xianbei. By incorrectly specifying the location of  Liao River, and postulating the 

ancient Shaogong’s Yan to occupy as far as the modern-day Liaodong in its very final century, historians could 

have left no much room in their mind to accommodate the possible existence of  some other Yan state of  the 

Donghu people.  

 

THE HAN CHINESE CONQUEST OF CHOSŎN 

According to the Hanshu, Old Chosŏn had so grown in strength and territory after the fall of  Yan in 

222 BCE as to interrupt, in the second century BCE, the contact between the Former Han dynasty and the petty 

walled town states of  Chin (the later period Three-Han) located south of  the Han River in the Korean 

Peninsula.42 In early 109 BCE, the King of  Chosŏn invaded Liaodong [located in the east of  Luan River] and 

                                            
40 Guo Dashun, “Hongshan and Related Cultures,” in Sarah M. Nelson, editor, The Archaeology of Northeast China: Beyond the Great 

Wall,” (London: Routledge, 1995), p. 148. “It is possible…that the character Yan found in the oracle records represents the pre-Zhou 

Yan ‘state.’ ” Byington, A History of Puyô State, p. 34 ff.  

41 A good study on such pre-Qin texts appears in Chen Ping, Yanshi jishi biannian huian, Volume 1 (Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe, 

1995), pp. 66-72. 

42 Hanshu 95: 65. 漢書 卷九十五 朝鮮傳 第六十五 秦滅燕 屬遼東外徼 漢興 爲遠難守 復修遼東故塞 至浿水爲界...傳子至孫右渠…又

未嘗入見 眞番辰國欲上書見天子 又雍閼弗通 
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killed a Han Chinese officer. Being seriously concerned about a possible alliance with the Xiongnu, Wudi 

launched an attack on Chosŏn in the autumn. Wudi ordered a 7,000 men army to cross the Gulf  of  Bohai 

(Parhae) from Shandong, and a 50,000 men army to march “from Liaodong” to attack the capital of  Chosŏn. 

The Han Chinese army went through a series of  fierce battles and setbacks, but the King of  Chosŏn was at last 

killed in summer of  108 BCE, enabling Wudi to establish four commanderies, and thus “severing the left arm of  

the Xiongnu.”43 Within three decades, however, only the Lelang Commandery in the Taedong River basin 

remained, until about 313 CE, together with the Daifang Commendery that was established by the Gongsun 

rulers some time between 206 and 220 CE.44  

According to the Hanshu, the Han General of  the Left marched “from Liaodong,” leading a large 

number of  Liaodong soldiers that is understood to have been recruited from the Han Chinese who had settled in 

the area during the presumed Yan-Qin-Han occupation period of  c.300-108 BCE. Many scholars assume that 

the Han army had marched from the vicinity of  modern Liaoyang, because it must have been the location of  

Xiangping, the seat of  Yan Liaodong Commandery. If  we take the established view, the Yan-Qin Long Wall 

should already have reached at the northwestern corner of  the Korean Peninsula down to the Chŏngchŏn River, 

and the so-called Wudi’s conquest must have been a casual excursion within a radius of  70 km, and furthermore 

the vanquished must have been the pure blooded Han Chinese rulers of  Chosŏn state, that would hardly justify 

the chroniclers extolling Wudi’s feat as “severing the left arm of  the Xiongnu.”  

If  the Di Li Tu is accurate, however, the year 108 BCE would stand as the historical date of  the Han 

Chinese debouchment, for the first time in East Asian history, into the lower basin of  the modern-day Liao River 

and the northwestern coast of  the Korean Peninsula.  

                                            
43 Hanshu 6: 6. 漢書 卷六 武帝紀 第六 元封二年…朝鮮王攻殺遼東都尉…六月…秋…遣樓船將軍…將應募罪人擊朝鮮 三年…夏 朝鮮

斬其王右渠降 以其地爲樂浪臨屯玄道眞番郡 

Hanshu 95: 65. 漢書 卷九十五 朝鮮傳 第六十五 元封二年 天子募罪人擊朝鮮 其秋遣樓船將軍...從齊浮勃海…兵五萬 左將 

軍...出遼東...左將軍卒多率遼東士 如淳曰遼東兵多也 …樓船將齊兵七千人先至王險  

Hanshu 73: 4.13. 漢書 卷七十三 韋賢傳 第四 十三 孝武皇帝愍中國罷勞...北攘凶奴降昆邪十萬之衆 置五屬國 起朔方以奪其肥饒之地 

東伐朝鮮…以斷凶奴之左臂 See also Lee, Ki-baik, A New History of Korea, translated by Edward W. Wagner (Seoul: Ilchokak, 1984), p. 

17. 

44 In 82 BCE, the Zhenpan and Lintun commanderies were abolished, and the Xuan-tu Commandery was forced to withdraw far to the 

northwest in 75 BCE. 
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CAST IRON PRODUCED BY BLAST FURNACE VS. WROUGHT IRON PRODUCED BY BLOOMERY 

In the mainland China, both the low and high carbon iron were present from 500 BCE onwards, and 

the medium-carbon (0.1%≤C≤2%) steel was common after 300 BCE. In China, the high-carbon (2%≤C) brittle 

iron was derived from the mixing of  much charcoal with iron ore in the high-temperature blast furnace that 

could be cast into moulds.45 According to the Shiji, the Yan kingdom was the weakest of  the seven major Late 

Zhou feudal states and yet, according to Barnes, produced “a greater abundance of  iron artifacts than Qin, the 

strongest state,” as manifested by the several iron foundries excavated, and also by the fact that “the earliest-

known iron armor is also from Yan.” Barnes contends that the iron culture of  China, in the form of  iron 

weapons, horse trappings, bits, axle caps, hoes, plowshares, and sickles, was transmitted to Korea through Yan. 

Barnes takes the traditional view that “the state of  Yan expanded into the lower Manchurian Basin, creating a 

cultural synthesis from the various elements of  nomadic, agricultural and state-level societies.” Barnes seems to 

believe that the Shaogong’s Northern Yan, that had been confined to the modern-day Beijing area before the 

appearance of  General Qin Kai, was “instrumental in initiating the Korean Iron Age from 400 BCE.”46  

The principal method of  producing the (high-carbon=cast) iron in mainland China (including the 

foundry sites excavated around the Beijing area) was, however, the blast furnace, while the method of  producing 

the (low-carbon wrought) iron and steel in the Korean Peninsula was, à la the North Asian nomads, the 

bloomery furnace.47  

Wagner states that: “there is some evidence that Korean iron technology may have come from the 

Scythians, and that…the dates which have been proposed range from the 8th to the 3rd century BCE.”48 Nelson 

                                            
45 The carbon content of white cast iron, “the typical product of Chinese blast furnaces,” could be lowered through heating and 

“evaporating off” the carbon atoms as carbon dioxide. The decarburized iron is malleable, and can be shaped into artifacts by mould-

casting. See Gina L. Barnes China, Korea and Japan: the Rise of Civilization in East Asia (London: Thames and Hudson, 1993), p.150, 

and State Formation in Japan: Emergence of a 4th-century Ruling Elite (London: Routledge, 2007), p.66. 

46 Barnes China, Korea and Japan, pp. 152-3. 
 
47 According to Wagner, there is no archeological evidence to clarify the primary iron production technology for the period before the 

state monopoly in mainland China. After 117 BCE, however, we are sure that “cast iron was produced in blast furnaces.” See Donald B. 

Wagner, The State and the Iron Industry in Han China (Copenhagen: Nordic Institute of Asian Studies, 2001), pp. 64-6.  

48 Donald B. Wagner, Science and Civilization in China, Volume 5, Chemistry and Chemical Technology, Part II: Ferrous Metallurgy  
 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), p. 97. 
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notes that: “Iron artifacts were produced in small furnaces [in the Korean Peninsula] which have been found 

along the North Han River dating to the third century BCE or earlier. These sites are all near sources of  iron.”49 

From the old Kaya sites on the southern Korean coast, primitive iron-working bloomery furnaces (for wrought 

iron) have been found and dated to 1st and 2nd centuries BCE or even to 4th to 3rd centuries BCE by the presence 

of  early Yayoi-type pottery.50 

According to Di Cosmo, a rich inventory of  iron items including knives, daggers, and armor dating to 

the ninth century BCE were found along the Amur River, and “there are indications that relations existed 

between Transbaikalia and the Chinese northeast, possibly following the ancient routes of  communication 

through the forests of  Manchuria and on the large waterways that run north to south: the Songhua, Non’ni, and 

Liao Rivers.”51 Watson notes that the “movement both ethnical and cultural between Manchuria and the 

Minusinsk basin [around the Upper Yenisei River], along the flat land of  the middle Amur, must have been easier 

during the climate optimum.”52 It is hence possible that the waterways connecting the Kerulen-Argun, Onon-

Shilka, Amur, Nen, Songhua, and Liao rivers served as an alternative avenue of  communication and diffusion of  

the nomadic iron metallurgy. The bloomery wrought-iron culture of  Manchuria and Korean Peninsula could 

have arrived through the gently sloping section of  the Greater Xing’an Range, and/or following the waterways 

connecting the Amur and Nen rivers.53  

The fact that the modern-day Beijing area belonged to the Chinese blast furnace culture while the 

Korean Peninsula and Manchuria belonged to the bloomery culture may be taken as to imply that the Shaogong’s 

Yan could not have expanded much beyond the now extant Great Wall (reaching out into the modern-day Liao 

River area) circa 300 BCE to initiate the Korean Iron Age.  

 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
 
49 Sarah M. Nelson The Archaeology of Korea (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), p. 174. 

50 Gina L. Barnes State Formation in Korea: Historical and Archaeological Perspectives, (Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 2001), pp. 83-4. 

51 Di Cosmo, Ancient China and Its Enemies, p. 72. 

52 William Watson, Cultural Frontiers in Ancient East Asia (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1971), p. 44. 

53 The fact that a much larger amount of iron implements are found at the Chifeng sites than at the Dalinghe sites suggests that the full-

fledged (bloomery) Iron Age could first have commenced at the Chifeng area than (the blast furnace Iron Age) in mainland China. See 

Sŏn-Mi Park,The Relics of Ming Knife Coin, pp. 30-1. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS  

Even for those who would not believe in the accuracy of  Di Li Tu for a moment, it would be extremely 

difficult to prove that the map is indeed inaccurate. It may after all do no harm for historians to be open-minded 

and investigate the possible implications, assuming that the map is accurate, but divorced from the ideological 

motivation of  “creating or erasing” some “glorious or shameful” chapter of  any nation’s history.  

There is still the possibility that archeologists may someday come up with irrefutable evidence on the 

presence of  Han Chinese civilization in the modern-day Liaodong area conclusively dated to the 300-108 BCE 

period. The Di Li Tu and supporting historical records are still on the table to be verified under further scrutiny. 

In the meantime, historians may have to consider all possibilities and the associated implications for the history 

of  China’s ancient Northeastern Frontier. The objective of  my paper is to suggest the historians that an 

alternative specification of  the location of  the ancient Liao River that is detached from political motivations may 

enable a more rational interpretation of  the ancient East Asian history. 
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